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How well do governments and regulators 

manage systemic risk?

• Public policy can do it poorly

• Too much reliance on (economists’) theory of externalities

• How well did the 2018 Bank of England stress test anticipate 

the LDI episode?

• How well do NGFS scenarios (so in the UK, CBES) do their 

job?

• Does the consumer do what the citizen might choose not to?
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Two ways of thinking about the world
Risk in investment is starting to let the real world enter

Modern Portfolio Theory

• beta, alpha

• expected returns, 

standard deviation, 

covariance

• CAPM (Capital Asset 

Pricing Model)

• tracking error, efficient 

markets (!)
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Official scenarios: sadly, not fit for purpose

• Ignoring key risks and opportunities leads to a lack of urgency…we 
need emissions cuts of >8% p.a. to 2030 

• Transition planning requires short term scenarios (and your 
organisation's success depends on others being successful too)

• Climate is not a major uncertainty in next few years – it’s getting worse!

• Extreme weather events are rising rapidly

• The key uncertainties are what we do about it…behaviour…the politics 
and the markets/economics

• Covid, Ukraine: short term volatility can accelerate structural change

• We live on Planet VUCA, not Planet NGFS

Real world, decision-useful scenarios are needed
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Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs): 
A world with no volatility, and no market prices

• NGFS scenarios (UK: CBES) are derived from 

Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs), typically 

combining: 

(1) general equilibrium models -> smooth, linear energy 

transitions across sectors and geographies, driven by 

carbon prices

(2) poor climate damage functions -> gradual global 

temperature and precipitation rises lead to (very!) 

modest GDP losses
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Narratives eat modelling for breakfast

Narratives illuminate the relevant risk/opportunity drivers, time horizons 
and scope of the scenarios

• Models are useful tools, but we must ask the right questions 

• Asset owners are concerned about the outlook for asset prices

• Scenarios are descriptions of plausible futures that aid understanding 
of the most impactful uncertainties. Narratives can make explicit 
assumptions about non-modellable drivers 

• Where possible, modelling can help clarify and quantify the narratives, but 
the narratives need to be relevant and actionable for the purpose at hand. 

• Models embody the narratives of their modellers. Like, “I’m a economist”

Asking the right questions is important
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What might narrative scenarios look like?

Source: RWCS/Mark Cliffe
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Lords, FS&M Bill: Amendment 168, Remarks 

by Baroness Bryony Worthington (1/3/23)

• “…I do not believe that, for the management of these risks, the tools that the 

Bank has deployed to date are sufficient; in fact, they include 

methodological issues that are disastrously understating the financial risks.”

• “In this [CBES] exercise, the PRA offers up sample temperature rise 

scenarios and underlying assumptions of the implications for different 

assets, and firms plug in their portfolios to get the impairment data out as a 

result. This all feels safe and precise, but the climate is something that 

cannot be predicted specifically in those ways with any degree of 

accuracy…. This whole streamlined, reassuring and seemingly precise 

approach is hopelessly wrong in the face of climate risk.”

• ” Let us remember that the economy and the financial markets are a wholly 

owned subsidiary of our natural environment, and we are now in a 

destabilised climatic environment.”

Source: Hansard (my bold)
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Further remarks from that speech

• “…a reduction in GDP growth of only 0.12% in 2050—another ludicrously 
precise number, given all the future uncertainties that lie ahead of us. That is 
very poorly aligned with the scientific consensus.”

• “Tipping points can be both negative in terms of climate impacts and positive 
in terms of the rapid adoption of solutions by society…in the next couple of 
months we expect to see the publication of major new academic research 
carried out by the UK Centre for Greening Finance and Investment, which 
finds that 55% of industry participants agreed that there are sources of 
climatic financial risk that are not fully represented in the CBES…”

• “In summary, the existing models are not up to the job. They 
systematically underestimate costs related to both transition and 
physical risk…The models need to factor in cascading tipping points. There 
needs to be much more of an immediate short-term focus, including 
considerations of abrupt changes resulting from technological, social and 
political trends, including wider economic disruption. Where costs cannot 
be quantified, they should not be set aside; rather, efforts should be 
made to understand and account for them

Source: Hansard (my bold)
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Narrative scenarios: Perhaps a route to the 

disturbing truth, offering a theory of change?

FinancePolicy

“CLIMATE SCIENCE + 

HUMANITY” META-

SCENARIOS

Source: Ario Advisory

Global, national and 

sub-national

Financial regulation 

belongs with “Finance”

Real 

Economy, 

Business
• Investment (asset 

owner focus)

• Insurance

• BankingPlace-based: 

country/industry.

Sometimes global
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Issues we might consider

• “Dear Scheme Actuary, Do you not know enough about climate 
science to challenge those investment numbers your client is 
publishing? Or, knowing enough, might you have failed in your duty 
to your client by not challenging them?”

• “How well do those tail risk probabilities you are offering capture the 
uncertainty beyond risk? How fat tail is fat enough?”

• “What does double materiality mean for you?”

• “What are your thoughts on reputation and litigation risks?”

• What opportunities do you see for finance, risk and uncertainty 
experts (who can also understand fairness)?
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